A method is proposed to systematize the simultaneous search for a refutation and Herbrand models of a given conjecture. It is based on an extension of resolution using equational problems and the inference system included in the method is proved to be sound and refutationally complete. For some classes of formulas the method is indeed a decision procedure. In particular it is a decision procedure for the Bernays{Sch on nkel class (a class for which no resolution term ordering strategy is known to be a decision procedure). Some examples of model construction { including one for which other resolution based decision procedures fail to detect satis ability { are developed in detail.
Introduction
The value of using models in Automated Deduction is widely admitted. For example, Loveland remarks , that as early as 1956, \Minsky made the observation that the diagram that traditionally accompanies plane geometry problems is a simple model for the theorem that could greatly prune the proof search". Loveland notices also that despite the importance of using models and counter{examples very little work has y This work has been partially supported by the MEDLAR BRA Esprit project (CEC N 3125) and the PRC { IA (MRT France | CNRS). 0747{7171/90/000000 + 00 $03.00/0 c 1995 Academic Press Limited been done in this direction. In fact, model (counter{example) construction in the eld of Automated Deduction, has received little attention compared to the e ort devoted to designing refutational proof methods. At the same time, model construction with the help of automated theorem provers is considered to be one of the most outstanding successes in the eld Bledsoe and Loveland, 1984] and some remarkable work has been done in this direction (see for example Wos and Winker, 1984, Winker, 1982] , and in a much more Arti cial Intelligence oriented approach Ballantyne and Bledsoe, 1982] ). This approach seems to be particularly important when using theorem provers as assistant mathematicians in mathematical research Bledsoe and Loveland, 1984, Wos, 1988] .
A few strategies have been incorporated in resolution and paramodulation in order to use them as a decision procedure for some of the known solvable classes Joyner, 1976 , Rusinowitch, 1987 , Zamov, 1972 , but these strategies detect satis ability by the impossibility of inferring new clauses and do not build e ectively models for satis able sentences. In contrast, our method is based on setting up conditions which avoid the generation of new clauses.
Instead of a new strategy, we propose to intervene in the core of the inference rule. Binary resolution tries to identify conditions (substitutions) making two literals identical (disregarding the negation symbol). Our work maintains this approach, but also considers conditions preventing two literals from being identical (disregarding negation symbol). These two goals must obviously be simultaneously ful lled without losing refutational completeness. The key to doing this is to consider equational problems. Equational problems are formulas containing only equalities and inequalities, connected by \^" and \_", quanti ed in a particular way. These problems allow us to code (possibly in nite) sets of ground terms. Solutions of these equational problems, not necessarily explicitly computed, are coded apart and de ne a kind of \dynamic sorts" for n-tuples of variables. These \sorts" are successively re ned in order to produce pure literals which are then used to de ne Herbrand models of satis able sets of formulas. The new extended approach we adopt has principally two interesting consequences: a. We introduce simultaneous search for refutation and models in a very natural way (see sections 3 and 4). b. We do not need to de ne a new notion of most general uni er (mgu) in our calculus (this feature will be shown to have an interesting consequence with respect to implementation).
The structure of the paper is the following. In the next section we give the notations and basic properties. In section 3, rules for refutation and model construction are dened. In section 4, the full method is presented. It is proved to be a decision procedure for the Bernays{Sch on nkel class, and some examples, including a question{answering problem (example 4.3) and an example for which Joyner's, Rusinowitch's and Zamov's methods fail to detect satis ability (example 4.1), are explained in detail. In section 5, the class of formulas for which the method builds models is precisely characterized. In section 6 the novelty of our method is shown by comparing its philosophy and essential technical features to existing works addressing similar problems. Section 7 summarizes the main results of the paper and enumerates some future research directions. Finally, in appendix A the rules of Comon and Lescanne, 1989 ] used for handling equational problems are listed, and appendix B contains the proof of lemma 5.1.
Notations, De nitions and Fundamental Properties
In the following, FOL is an abbreviation for First Order Logic and FOLE an abbreviation of First Order Logic with Equality ; denotes the ranked alphabet of all functional symbols (we assume contains at least a 0-ary function symbol), the ranked alphabet of all predicates symbols, V an in nite set of variables ; ; V; share no element.
(V; ) denotes the set of terms whose variables are in V V , and their functional symbols in ; if V is empty, we write ( ).
An equation (disequation) in (V; ) is a formula t = s (resp. t 6 = s) where t; s 2 (V; ). Equality is seen as a commutative predicate. >, ? denote respectively the True and the False formulas. x denotes a tuple of terms; its projections are denoted by x i . We shall not distinguish between the tuple x and the set fx 1 ; : : :; x n g. If x; y denote n-tuples, then x = y (x 6 = y) is an abbreviation for
We assume knowledge of conventional de nitions of substitution (which are written fvariable 7 ! term; : : :g), ground term, positions in a term, ground substitution, literal, complementary literal (if a literal is written l, its complementary is written l c ), prenex normal form, matrix of a formula, Herbrand Universe, Herbrand interpretation, sound inference rule, clause (this term will be used both for a disjunction and a nite set of literals), variant (or copy) of a clause, length of a clause, empty clause (noted as usual ), ground instance of a formula or a clause, (E-)satis able or (E-)unsatis able sets of clauses or formulas, logical consequence, deduction : : :(see for example Barwise, 1977 , Gallier, 1986 , Loveland, 1978 ).
Definition 2.1. A formula is called recti ed if the sets of free variables and bound variables are disjoint and distinct quanti ers bind occurrences of distinct variables Gallier, 1986] . A formula is said to be in negation normal form (n.n.f. for short) if it is built up from atomic and negated atomic formulas using only 8; 9; _;^. It is well known that every formula is logically equivalent to one in n.n.f. Barwise, 1977 , Gallier, 1986 .
In order to make this paper self-contained, we need to recall some fundamental de nitions in Comon and Lescanne, 1989] (in a slightly di erent formulation). Definition 2.2. A system is a purely equational, quanti er free formula of FOLE in n.n.f.
An equational problem, noted P, is a recti ed formula of the form: P : 9w:8y:M(w; x; y) where M(w; x; y) is a system. The variables in x (w; y) are called the free variables or the principal unknowns (respectively the auxiliary unknowns, and the parameters).
An equational problem P, is in solved form de nition with constraints i P is either >, or ?, or P is 9w:
where each x j appears only once in P and each x 0 i is syntactically di erent from s 0 i .
A ground substitution validates a system P i one of the following statements holds:
P is an equation t = u and t and u are syntactically identical. P is a disequation t 6 = u and t and u are syntactically di erent. (The problem of nding such a , is called disuni cation, and in Comon and Lescanne, 1989 ] an algorithm which computes is given.) P is >. P is a conjunction of systems which are all validated by . P is a disjunction of systems and at least one disjunct is validated by .
A ground substitution validates an equational problem 9w:8y:M(w; x; y) i there exists a ground substitution with domain w such that for all ground substitutions with domain y, the substitution validates the system M(w; x; y). The set of all ground substitutions with domain x x 0 which validate 9w:8y:M(w; x; y) is called the solution set of this equational problem, and is noted S(9w:8y:M(w; x; y); x x 0 ) (x are the free variables, and x 0 do not occur in M(w; x; y): we need to consider these supplementary variables for reasons that will be made clear in section 3.1).
basic properties of constraints (see also Comon and Lescanne, 1989]) Every purely equational formula is equivalent to some equational problem. Every equational problem is equivalent to a disjunction of equational problems in the solved form de nition with constraints.
For all P, it is decidable whether P ?. Here denotes semantical equivalence.
The Transformation Rules for equational problems used for these results are recalled in appendix A.
We shall be interested only in Herbrand interpretations of sets of c-clauses (see Denition 2.5).
The following two de nitions will be needed in De nition 2.6 and in Lemma 3.9. Definition 2.3. A partial Herbrand interpretation over h ; i is a Herbrand interpretation, but here the predicates are de ned by a map I from into ( ) n ( ) n such that for each n-ary predicate P 2 , I(P) = hI(P) + ; I(P) ? i; I(P) + and I(P) ? denote subsets of ( ) n and correspond to the sets of n-tuples of ground terms for which P is respectively evaluated to true and to false; I(P) + \ I(P) ? is empty.
A partial interpretation I is called a peq{interpretation (\peq" for partial interpretation de nable by equational problems) i for each n-ary predicate P, I(P) + and I(P) ? are the solution sets of equational problems with n free variables.
Note that it is not necessarily the case that I(P) + I(P) ? = ( ) n .
Definition 2.4. Let I 1 , I 2 be partial Herbrand interpretations over h ; i.
I 2 is an extension of I 1 i for each predicate P 2 , I 1 (P) + I 2 (P) + and I 1 (P) ? I 2 (P) ? .
I 2 is a total extension of I 1 i I 2 is a partial extension of I 1 and, for each n-ary predicate P 2 , I 2 (P) + I 2 (P) ? = ( ) n .
I 1 is a partial model of F i every total extension of I 1 is a model (in the usual sense) The structural rules will be used without explicit mention. In the following we assume that every premise of the inference rule is a renamed cclause of some c-clause in the set of c-clauses at hand. The conclusion of this inference rule is called the bc-resolvent of c 1 and c 2 upon :P(t) and P(s), and is denoted bc-res(c 1 ; :P(t); c 2 ; P(s)).
The rule of bc-resolution is sound: Our de nitions bene t from the very powerful features of equational problems:
a. Note that in the de nition of the bc-resolvent we do not use the notion of most general uni er; indeed, all ground bc-resolvents are coded in the constraint generated by the equational problem: it is always enough to know that the constraint has a solution. b. Since bc-resolvent construction does not need an instantiation operation, structure sharing is implicitly introduced. Moreover, only one c-clause is needed to represent a set of ground instances that may not be representable by one clause. For example, in Q(x; y) : 9t:x = f(t) _ y = f(t)] ], two clauses are needed to express the same set of ground instances. More importantly, some c-clauses denote a set of ground clauses whose characterization requires in nitely many clauses (even considering a Herbrand Universe over = fa; fg), for example: Q(x; y) : x 6 = y] ]). All the examples given in the paper (except 4.3) use the signature = ff; g; a; bg, = fP; Qg; the arities are implicitly de ned. The conclusion of this inference rule is called a bc-factor of the premise, and is denoted bc-fact(c; l(t); l(s)).
Definition 3.5. The binary c-disfactorization (abbreviated bc-disfactorization) of the c-clause c : l(t) _ l(s) _ c 0 : X] ] upon l(t) and l(s), is de ned as follows:
The conclusion of this inference rule is called a bc-disfactor of the premise, and is denoted bc-Dfact(c; l(t); l(s)).
Example 3.2. When bc-factorization is applied to c : P(g(x; f(y))) _ P(g(f(z); x)) _ Q(x; y) : >] ] upon P(g(x; f(y))) and P(g(f(z); x)), the following bc-factor is produced:
When bc-disfactorization is applied to c upon P(g(x; f(y))) and P(g(f(z); x)), we obtain the following bc-disfactor:
applying M 2 ; D 2 in appendix A.
The rules bc-factorization and bc-disfactorization are sound. Furthermore a c-clause can be replaced by a conjunction consisting of its bc-factor and bc-disfactor (as the equivalence in the next lemma shows). Proof. Obvious
We shall call the bc-resolution, bc-factorization and bc-disfactorization rules the r-rules (\refutation" rules).
soundness and refutational completeness of bc-resolution and bc-factorization
The Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2 state the soundness of r-rules and trivially, by induction, the soundness of the calculus using only these rules (and the trivial structural rules). It remains to prove refutational completeness. This is straightforward since ground resolution is refutationally complete for (possibly in nite) sets of ground clauses. If S is unsatis able, the set of ground instances of S is unsatis able; thus there exists a nite ground deduction that the following lifting theorem enables us to transform in a deduction using only bc-resolution and bc-factorization.
Theorem 3.1. (Lifting Theorem) Let S be a nite set of c-clauses, and S gr the set of all ground instances of the c-clauses in S. Any deduction B 1 ; : : :; B n from S gr using ground resolution and ground factorization can be lifted to a deduction C 1 ; : : :; C m from S using bc-resolution and bc-factorization such that there are ground substitutions 1 ; : : :; m and C 1 1 ; : : :; C m m is the ground deduction B 1 ; : : :; B n from S gr .
Proof. The proof is essentially the same as for resolution Loveland, 1978, for example].
3.4. model construction rules 3.4.1. the one literal rule or unit bc-dissubsumption rule Let S be a satis able set of c-clauses, and D a deduction from S using r-rules. The bcdissubsumption rule allows the elimination from D of the c-clauses whose clause contains a clause of a c-clause that is a logical consequence of S. The unit bc-dissubsumption rule is de ned as follows (where x = var(X) var(l(t))):
The conclusion of this rule is denoted bc-Dsub(c 2 ; l(s); c 1 ).
Lemma 3.5. Let I be a partial Herbrand interpretation. I j = c 2^c1 i I j = c 1^b c-Dsub(c 2 ; l(s); c 1 )
Proof. As in Lemma 3.2.
Remark: One should notice that c 2 can be removed from the set of c-clauses once the unit bc-dissubsumption rule has been applied. The second c-clause is replaced, using unit bc-dissubsumption, by: Proof. As in Lemma 3.2.
Remark: As for factorization, the parent l(s) _ c 0 2 (y) : Y] ] can be removed from the set of c-clauses. If we were to de ne bc-disresolution between two many{literal clauses along the same line, the possibility of deleting the parent clauses would be lost (its deletion entails the loss of refutational completeness). Hence de ning an inference rule of this kind would be of no interest. in the set of c-clauses.
Lemma 3.8. Let D denote a deduction using the r-rules, then if the distautology generation rule is applied as early as possible, the \corresponding ground deduction" of D contains no tautological ground clauses.
Proof. Obvious.
Example 3.5. If the distautology generation rule is applied to the c-clause
then it is replaced by:
using the rules M 2 ; D 2 in appendix A. Remark: Since a new unit c-clause has been added, the simpli cation rules introduced above may now be invoked. So some of the c-clauses may be shortened, and the equational problem of others may be strengthened. If the equational problem of a c-clause is reduced to ?, this c-clause is simply erased from the set of c-clauses by our structural rules. Proof. Let us rst notice that if there is a partial model I 00 of S, there is also a (not necessarily unique) minimalmodel I of S such that I 00 is an extension of I. So, let I be a minimal partial Herbrand model of S. We shall prove that 8 2 S( l(t) : X pure ] ]) I(l(t) ) 6 = false, by reductio ad absurdum.
Assume that there exists a 0 such that I(l(t) Remark: It should be noticed that the GPL rule is not an inference rule in the usual sense. The conclusion is not implied by its premises, but it is proved that the conclusion will be consistent with the set of c-clauses at hand. Some re nements are possible in the formulation of the GPL rule. For example, S 0 can be restricted to the unit c-clauses of the form l c (s) : Y] ] in S and to the input c-clauses and to the c-clauses derived from the input c-clauses by bc-disresolution, bc-factorization, bc-disfactorization, bc-dissubsumption and distautology generation.
We shall call the unit bc-disresolution rule, the GPL rule, the unit bc-dissubsumption rule and the distautology generation the mc-rules (for \model construction" rules).
The next rule is not necessary for refutational completeness, but it can be useful in pruning the search space. Proof. See the lemmas 3.5, 3.6, 3.7, 3.9.
Simultaneous Search for Refutation and Model Construction
Putting together the r-rules and the mc-rules we have the method we are looking for.
4.1. the method >From a set of c-clauses (or standard clauses) S, the method tries to generate pure c-literals in order to incorporate them into a set M. M is intended to become a model of the set of c-clauses S. The inference rules considered here are the r-rules (bc-resolution, bc-factorization and bc-disfactorization), and the mc-rules (distautology generation, bcdisresolution, unit bc-dissubsumption, GPL rule).
The method is given with a non{deterministic algorithm. Obviously, strategies (and/or heuristics) can be incorporated into it and we are studying them. Remark: The Procedure RACM1 may not halt (FOL is undecidable). By construction, if S is a set of unit c-clauses and no inference rule would modify S, S is a peq{model of the original set S. Furthermore the incorporation of the mc-rules does not a ect refutational completeness, since mc-rules can only be applied nitely many times to a given set of c-clauses, and after that only an r-rule can be chosen.
Equational Problems take into account the whole signature (see the explosion rule (E) in the appendix A). This feature allows procedure RAMC1 to build models for classes of formulas for which the methods in Joyner, 1976 , Rusinowitch, 1987 , Zamov, 1972 are not suited (and in fact fail to detect satis ability). The Bernays-Sch on nkel class (pre x 9 8 ) is such an example: Lemma 4.1. The procedure RAMC1 using a strategy that applies bc-(dis)factorization as early as possible, is a decision procedure for the Bernays-Sch on nkel class.
Proof. 1. Since is a nite set of constants, each predicate can generate only a nite set of ground literals. Hence the length of the ground clauses deduced is bounded and so is the corresponding c-clause (by lemma 3.2). 2. Since the length of the clauses is bounded, the number of variables is also bounded. 3. Since there are only constants in , there is also only a nite number of equational problems (up to equivalence) with a xed number of free variables. Statements 1 and 3 guarantee that RAMC1 is a decision procedure for the BernaysSch on nkel class.
limits and possibilities of the method: two examples
We cannot hope to build models for all satis able formulas if we restrict ourselves to peq{models. For example, the formula P(a)^8x: P(x) $ :P(f(x))] (a is a constant) has a unique Herbrand model fP(a); P(f 2i (a)) j i 2 Ng, whose corresponding relation is not characterizable by an equational problem. This example also shows that some models which are de ned by primitive recursive relations cannot be described using equational problems. Note that if we were to use order sorted equational problems Comon, 1990b, for example], by adding sort information on the functional symbols, the formulas satisable in nite models would have \order sorted" peq{models.
Nevertheless, our method succeeds for some classes of formulas in cases in which term ordering methods Joyner, 1976 , Rusinowitch, 1987 , Zamov, 1972 replaces 5 by unit bc-subsumption upon 2 . Now, 6 contains a pure literal (Q(g(x); y)) and 7 too (:Q(y; g(x))) because of the constraints imposed on the quanti cation range.
After applying the GPL rule twice and the rule of bc-dissubsumption, the following partial model is found. and term ordering strategies are not able to avoid this.
The following is a nice \side{e ect" of our method.
extension to some classes of formulas using equality
Methods exist for reducing some solvable classes of formulas with equality to decidable classes without equality (for details see Dreben and Goldfarb, 1979] ). Such reductions are known for the Kalmar class (i.e. the class of clausal formulas in which each literal in a many literal clause is negative), and for the Ackermann class (pre x 89 ). In all cases, there remain only the disequations which are handled using the Negative Identity Reduction Dreben and Goldfarb, 1979] : If a formula G contains only disequalities, G is E-satis able i G^8y:y = y is satis able. Other classes, such as 989-Krom and 989-Horn, are reducible by adding to the matrix clauses which encode`=',`<', and`>'.
By extension, the models of the resulting formulas give models of the initial formula. These reduction procedures can be incorporated into our method (as well as, for example, into Rusinowitch's method) as a preprocessing step. A question naturally arises : \Has the proposed method the main feature of standard constraint reasoning, i.e. is it also able to decrease the search space?". An a rmative answer is given by the following example.
Our method has been developed for c-clauses without equality. Nevertheless a simple and very natural trick allows us to treat some special sets of c-clauses including equality.
By assuming that a 6 = b 6 = c, equality can be treated as syntactic equality and hence can be shifted into the constraints. This can be illustrated by a question{answering problem. The next puzzle is adapted from problem 55 in Pelletier, 1986] , considered as hard (8 pts in a scale of 10), which uses full predicate logic with identity but without functions. At this stage, there remain the unit c-clauses 22, 23, 24, 26, 29, 32, 35 , and two non unit c-clauses 27 and 36, which contain only pure literals: the GPL rule could be applied to get models of the Dreadsbury Mansion crime.
Circumscribing the Class of Formulas with peq{Models
Definition 5.1. (adapted from Dreben and Goldfarb, 1979] ) A formula F is n-condensable (n > 0) i for any mapping from ground terms to ground terms and any set E of ground instances of F, E is inconsistent i there exists an E 0 E such that E 0 is inconsistent and E 0 contains at most n ground instances of F.
F is condensable i for some n > 0, F is n-condensable.
In the following, we use (without loss of generality) \formulas" instead of \set of clauses".
Lemma 5.1. Any satis able n-condensable formula has a nite model.
Proof. The proof has been adapted from Dreben and Goldfarb, 1979] in order to include nested function symbols and is given in appendix B.
The relationship between peq{models and nite models is set by the following theorem:
Theorem 5.1. Let Cr be the class of formulas for which RAMC1 builds peq{models using only bc-factorization and bc-resolution. Then each formula in Cr has a nite model.
Proof. If in procedure RAMC1 of section 4.1 only bc-resolution and bc-factorization are used, and if F has a peq{model, then this model can be expressed as a formula H of the Herbrand class Dreben and Goldfarb, 1979] . Since formulas in the Herbrand class are 2-condensable, H has a nite model (by Lemma 5.1). Let A be a nite model of H. Since H ! F is universally valid (by construction), A j = H ! F is also valid, but A j = H, thus A j = F.
The next theorem characterizes the class of relations that can be captured using regular interpretations:
Theorem 5.2. In a peq{interpretation, the extensions of the predicates are primitive recursive sets.
Proof. By the Basic Properties (see section 2) it su ces to consider equational problems in the solved form de nition with constraints.
Moreover, it is enough to consider uni cation problems, since S(9w:
where x are the free variables, and x i ; x 0 i 2 x. The set of solutions of the uni cation problem 9w:
V m j=1 x j = u j ] is primitive recursive, since for each n-tuple x of ground terms, a height{bounded enumeration of ground terms replacing w in the equations of the problem su ces to decide whether the n-tuple is a solution of the uni cation problem. So uni cation problems, problems in the solved form de nition with constraints, and so every equational problem, have a set of solutions which is primitive recursive, since union, intersection, and set di erence preserve this property.
The mc-rules are necessary in order to enlarge the class of constructed models. The remaining c-clauses are removed by bc-dissubsumption where the equational problem obtained is reduced to ?.
Related Works
In this section we summarize the essential features of related works and compare them to our method. We emphasize distinctive characteristics and original aspects of our approach. We also give some suggestions to as to how it might be combined with some of these related works.
ordering strategies as decision procedures Ordering strategies are re nements of unrestricted resolution Joyner, 1976 , Zamov, 1972 and paramodulation Rusinowitch, 1987 ] based on partial ordering of terms and literals. Resolution is applied only if the literals resolved upon are neither less than nor equal to any literal in the produced resolvent. For some orderings the search space shrinks to anite one. In these cases, the failure to nd a refutation becomes a proof of the satis ability of the set of clauses considered. The ordered resolution based on the orderings de ned by Joyner and Zamov is refutationally complete and decides many classes (e. g. Ackermann, G odel and Skolem classes, see e. g. Ackermann, 1954, Dreben and Goldfarb, 1979] ). The very general work in Rusinowitch, 1987] can easily be adapted to become a decision procedure for some classes.
Di erences from our work can be summarized in the following two points: A model can be directly built from these methods neither in the general case nor in the case in which the method is a decision procedure. Clearly in this respect our method is more powerful.
It is of course possible to introduce orderings into the c-clauses.
constrained equational reasoning
The main use of constraints in Kirchner and Kirchner, 1989] is to decrease the size of the search space in equational reasoning, as we have also done in Example 4.3. Constrained equational reasoning avoids instantiations as much as possible and solve constraints as late as possible. It is basically rewrite system oriented: in Kirchner and Kirchner, 1989 ] the authors introduce constrained rewriting, superposition and completion.
Some clearly common points, di erences and possible convergences of this work and our own, naturally arise:
Constraints are symbolic in Kirchner and Kirchner, 1989 ] and in our work. In Kirchner and Kirchner, 1989 ] the schematization by an equational problem of a set of substitutions allows delaying as much as possible the computation of the substitutions themselves. We do not need to calculate any substitution at all. Kirchner and Kirchner, 1989 ] deals exclusively with equational reasoning: our work does not yet incorporate equality. In Kirchner et al., 1990] this approach is extended to full FOLE (including ordered paramodulation and superposition as in Rusinowitch, 1987] ) and to constraints which also build in inequalities (see also Comon, 1990c] ).
The use of quanti ers is allowed in equational problems in our method. This is not needed in equational problems in Kirchner and Kirchner, 1989] .
In Kirchner and Kirchner, 1989 ] no model construction is considered. This feature is one of the achievements of our method. Disequations are used in our method in a much more active way (see mc-rules). This conforms better to Wos' wish Wos, 1988] to reason from inequalities.
Constraint Logic Programming
In Constraint Logic Programming constraints are used both to improve expressiveness and to increase e ciency Ja ar and Lassez, 1987] .
In the CLP class of languages Ja ar and Lassez, 1987 it is possible to compute over universes other than that of Herbrand. The user can more easily express his problem and can expect a quicker computation of the solution or its approximation McAloon, 1991, for example] .
The notion of derivation sequence is similar to our bc-resolution. It is more restrictive in the sense that it applies only to Horn{clauses, but in another sense it is less restrictive because not limited to Herbrand terms, as in bc-resolution.
The constraints used in Ja ar and Lassez, 1987] are constraints included in Horn{ clauses; in our approach the more general equational problems are used.
No model construction is intended in Ja ar and Lassez, 1987] .
winker and wos' human assisted generation of models in equational theories S. Winker and L. Wos have proposed using their very powerful Aura system as an aid in generating nite models in equational theories Winker, 1982 , Wos, 1982 , Wos and Winker, 1984 .
The problem is: given a nite set of purely equational unit clauses S, does S have a nite model? In order to try to build a nite model for S some preprocessing is needed. A new monadic predicate letter Q is added to ; the intended interpretation of Q is the domain of the discourse , say E, of the model we are looking for. For each f 2 such that arity(f) = n, f will be interpreted as a total function from E n to E. This is coded by the clause :Q(x 1 ) _ : : : _ :Q(x n ) _ Q(f(x 1 ; : : :; x n )) which is added to S. A new n + 1-ary predicate letter F is added to ; the intended interpretation of F is the graph of f. So the clause :Q(x 1 ) _ : : : _ :Q(x n ) _ F(x 1 ; : : :; x n ; f(x 1 ; : : :; x n )) is added to S. For each equational axiom s = t such that var(s) var(t) = fx 1 ; : : :; x n g, the clause :Q(x 1 ) _ : : : _ :Q(x n ) _ s = t is added to S Their approach is decomposed into three steps:
1. The rst step generates some \interesting" theorems of the equational theory considered. The given set of axioms is often (nearly) minimal. This rst step selects some deduced equations in order to use them in the later steps. Aura produces the clauses and the user chooses which clauses will be kept for the next steps. 2. In the second step some equations assumed to be consistent with the theory are added in order to de ne each f. They often correspond to equations which insure that the model will be nite or they simply extend the theory. This trial and error step is performed as often as necessary to get a complete de nition of the model.
3. In the third step one veri es that the functions are totally and well de ned over E
and that the axioms of the theory are all satis ed.
This approach had striking success in proving open questions as well as some di cult questions in a very interactive manner Winker, 1982] . The approach could also be applied to axiomatized rst order theories in general (not only including the equality predicate), but equational theories are well suited to their automatic treatment, since the authors can encode equational theories as a set of Horn{clauses.
It is not easy to decide on what basis this approach should be compared with ours. Nevertheless some points can be clearly stated:
We deal only with the Herbrand models; this is not the case for Wos and Winker's work.
Equality treatment is not yet incorporated into our method. Our method is completely automated. In the experiments of Wos and Winker all the di cult steps (the \creative" ones) are given by the user.
The addition of consistent clauses could be compared with respect to its e ect with our GPL rule, where unit c-clauses proved to be consistent with the set of c-clauses are added. Furthermore, in our approach the three steps are not separated. Indeed deductive steps intermingle with the addition of consistent clauses. theory resolution and constrained resolution It should be stressed that our method is not captured by the very general framework of Stickel's theory resolution Stickel, 1985] , as theory resolution is only resolution (modulo decidable theories). The rules for building models in our method (mc-rules, see section 3.4) are essentially di erent from resolution, which can not simulate them (see Theorem 5.3). See also the second remark in section 3. 4.4. B uckert's constrained resolution B urckert, 1990 ] is very close in spirit to theory resolution and allows computation in other distinguished domains than the Herbrand Universe, as in Ja ar and Lassez, 1987] . Constrained resolution can be seen as one of our r-rules: bc-resolution, with one di erence, in that it is not restricted, in principle, to rst order axiomatized theories. In fact constraints are handled exclusively from a semantic point of view, and there is no syntactical treatment at all; also the interaction between the constraint and the kernel is not considered. Therefore it is di cult to evaluate the scope of this (apparently) greater generality. The aim of the introduction of this rule is to use constraints (semantical information) in order to prune the search space. This is another di erence from our work: we look simultaneously for models; this is not the case for constrained resolution.
Finally, another di erence is that constraints in B urckert, 1990] are not necessarily equational, but it is not di cult to adapt our rules in order to handle these more general constraints. Constrained resolution cannot simulate our mc-rules.
Conclusion and Future Work
A method allowing automatic simultaneous search for refutations and models for a given conjecture has been presented. Its possibilities and limits have been set. We have (hopefully) contributed to the eld of model construction using theorem provers and in some extent partially ful lled Wos' wish concerning reasoning from inequalities (problem 7 in Wos, 1988] ). The main directions of future research are:
1. Extend the GPL rule in order to generate, in the same clause, more than one pure literal. This should enlarge the class of models our method is able to capture. 2. Design strategies for algorithm RAMC1. 3. Enhancement of the approach in order to include treatment of formulas using equality, as an alternative to paramodulation,e.g. from work in Digricoli and Harrison, 1986] . 4. To incorporate into our method ordering strategies similar to those in Joyner, 1976 , Rusinowitch, 1987 , Zamov, 1972 . 5. Theorems 5.1 and 5.3 raise a problem which is still an open question, namely: to give a precise syntactical characterization of the class of formulas for which algorithm RAMC1 builds a model. 6. Study the possibility of using constraint languages in order to describe strategies and/or models and to apply this language to Sandford, 1980 , Slagle, 1967 , where the truth of the clauses are evaluated in explicitly de ned models.
Obviously, our work will very probably bene t from the huge amount of work presently being done in the eld of constrained reasoning. In this appendix we give the proof of lemma 5.1: Any satis able n-condensable formula has a nite model.
We consider, without loss of generality, only universal sentences with function symbols in prenex form. Let F be a n-condensable formula 8y 1 : : :8y m : M(y 1 ; : : :; y m )]; and c 1 be a constant in .
Let T be the set of all non variable terms (and their subterms) occurring in F; let k = n card(T). Let Pos k be the set of all positions (seen as sequences) of a length less than or equal to k, and Pos k , the set of all positions in Pos k , which are not the root position. For any term t let Pos k (t) (Pos k (t)) be the set of all positions of t in Pos k (respectively in Pos k ). We de ne the mapping with domain ( ), as follows: (c 1 ) = 1, and for t = f(t 1 ; : : : t n ), (t) is the least positive integer not in f (t j i) j i 2 Pos k (t)g; so for any subterm t 0 of a term t, (t) 6 = (t 0 ).
We de ne the relation on ground terms as follows: s and t are ground terms s t iff 8 < : Pos k (s) = Pos k (t) 8u 2 Pos k (t): (t j u) = (s j u) 8u 2 Pos k (t):(t j u) and (s j u) have the same top symbol Clearly, is an equivalence relation with a nite number of equivalence classes. We de ne now for each t, (t) as the earliest (for some xed enumeration of ( )) term s in the equivalence class of t, thus ( ( )) is nite. Let us notice that if the depth of s and t are both less than or equal to k, then s t i s = t.
Let us consider the set of all Herbrand instances of F, where the terms have been replaced by their image under the mapping , i.e. the nite set F = f M(d 1 ; : : :; d m ) j hd 1 ; : : :; d m i 2 ( ) m g. If this set were inconsistent, then it would contain a conjunction built up by n instances which were inconsistent too, since the formula F is n-condensable. So let us consider an arbitrary conjunction built up by n instances from F : M(a 11 ; : : :; a 1m )^: : :^ M(a n1 ; : : :; a nm ): In the sequel we prove that this conjunction is consistent, by building a link between these n instances and n Herbrand instances of F, such that any model of the Herbrand instances provides a model for this conjunction.
In order to establish this link, we build a formula mapping such that:
i. maps the Herbrand instances M(a 11 ; : : :; a 1m ), : : :, M(a n1 ; : : :; a nm ) to some Herbrand instances, ii. if s t then s = t.
Let i be the substitution fy 1 7 ! a i1 ; : : :; y m 7 ! a im g, and = f (t ) j t 2 T^ 2 f 1 ; : : :; n gg. There are at most n card(T) integers in . is now de ned as follows (see Dreben and Goldfarb, 1979, p. 29 s(a i1 ; : : :; a im ) = s( a i1 ; : : :; a im ), since for any subterm s j j of s with j 2 Pos k (s), the rst clause of the de nition of de nes the value of s j j, and since y 1 ; : : :; and y m are all at a depth less than or equal to k in s. Hence M(a i1 ; : : :; a im ) and M( a i1 ; : : :; a im ) are the same.
ii. Assume s t, but s 6 = t. Then there exists a position i of length k in Pos k (s) = Pos k (t) such that for each pre x j of i the following statements hold:
(1) (s j j) = (t j j) (since s t), (2) s j j and t j j have the same top symbol (since s t), (3) (s j j) 6 = (t j j), (4) (s j j) 2 .
We begin with the empty pre x. The fourth item follows from the rst and the third ones: assume (s) 6 2 . Then (s) = (t) = c 1 , and this contradicts the third item. Assume we have checked the statements for the position j 0 . We verify that there exists a position j 0 :j 0 in Pos k (s), which also validates the statements above. Notice that s j j 0 cannot be a constant, otherwise the second item would contradict the third one. Hence s j j 0 (t j j 0 , (s j j 0 ) and (t j j 0 )) looks like f(s 1 ; : : :; s n ) with n > 0 (respectively f(t 1 ; : : :; t n ), f( s 1 ; : : :; s n ) and f( t 1 ; : : :; t n )). Since f( s 1 ; : : :; s n ) 6 = f( t 1 ; : : :; t n ), there exists some j 0 such that 1 j 0 n and s j 0 6 = t j 0 . The same argumentation as before shows (s j 0 ) 2 . In this way, we have built a position i ful lling the announced properties.
We have also built a set of k + 1 di erent elements of the kind (s j j) where j is a pre x of i, and all of them are in , which contains at most k elements. Therefore s is equal to t.
Thus M(a i1 ; : : :; a im ) = M(a i1 ; : : :; a im ). Since F is satis able, the conjunction of the Herbrand instances M(a 11 ; : : :; a 1m )^: : :^ M(a n1 ; : : :; a nm ) is satis able. Let M be any Herbrand model of M(a 11 ; : : :; a 1m )^: : :^ M(a n1 ; : : :; a nm ). We de ne M 0 as follows: M 0 (P(t)) = M(P( t)) if the ground atom P(t) occurs in M(a 11 ; : : :; a 1m ): : :^ M(a n1 ; : : :; a nm ), otherwise M 0 (P(t)) = unde ned. M 0 ( M(a i1 ; : : :; a im )), M( M(a i1 ; : : :; a im )) and M( M(a i1 ; : : :; a im )) are all true, by construction. Thus M 0 ( M(a 11 ; : : :; a 1m )^: : :^ M(a n1 ; : : :; a nm )) = true.
We have proved that any conjunction built up of at most n instances M(a 11 ,...,a 1m ),..., M(a n1 : : :a nm ) is consistent. Hence, since F is condensable, the set of all such instances is satis able. We build now an interpretation I over ( ( )). The predicates are interpreted using any truth assignment such that F is satis ed. Such an assignment exists and is constructible since F is nite. The terms are interpreted in the following way: I(c) is de ned as (c), for each constant c; I(f)(I(t 1 ); : : :; I(t r )) is de ned as (f(I(t 1 ); : : :; I(t r )) = (f(t 1 ; : : :; t r ))) for each function symbol f.
